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ICCARUS 2018 - The ICON/COSMO/CLM/ART User SeminarDaniel Rieger1, Christian Steger1, Bernhard Vogel2 and Günther Zängl1

1Deutsher Wetterdienst, O�enbah am Main, Germany
2Karlsruhe Institute of Tehnology, Karlsruhe, Germany1 OverviewThe ICON/COSMO/CLM/ART User Seminar (ICCARUS) brings together developers and users of theCOSMO-model and the ICON model from di�erent meteorologial servies, universities and researh in-stitutions. With about 200 partiipants from 17 ountries, ICCARUS is the hub for the sienti� exhangebetween these di�erent users and developers. Figure 1 shows a group piture of this years' partiipants.

Figure 1: Group piture of the ICCARUS 2018 partiipants.In this year, the seminar was held for the �rst time under its new name ICCARUS. The new name beameneessary, as users and developers of ICON joined the seminar in the year 2017. This led to the long andunhandy name ICON/COSMO/CLM/ART User Seminar. For this reason, an ideas ompetition was arrangedwhere ICCARUS was suggested by eight submissions. The searh for a new logo was also suessful whihan be seen in Figure 2.The program ontained 112 ontributions in total. 44 of these were presented as oral speehes and 68 in form ofa poster. The ontributions were organized within 10 di�erent sessions. The sessions are 'Data Assimilation','Model Input Data', 'Dynamis and Numeri', 'Clouds, Chemistry, Aerosol and Radiation', 'Planetary Bound-ary Layer', 'Soil, Vegetation, and Oean', 'Veri�ation (NWP) and Evaluation (RCM)', 'Preditability andEnsemble Systems', 'NWP Model Appliations and Case Studies' and 'RCM Model Appliations'. Figure 3shows a piture of the opening of the seminar held by the president of DWD, Prof. Gerhard Adrian (Fig-ure 3). Then, Prof. Sarah Jones, the head of the DWD Business Area Researh and Development, welomedthe partiipants of the seminar and summarized reent ahievements and advanes at DWD.2 Sienti� HighlightsCertainly, the invited talks supported by COSMO turned out to be two of the highlights of ICCARUS2018. Prof. Robin Hogan from ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Foreasts, Reading)provided an overview on radiation in NWP. He foussed on reent advanes and the �ve 'grand hallenges'COSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 2: The new logo for ICCARUS designed by Nora Leps (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, DeutsherWetterdienst).

Figure 3: The president of Deutsher Wetterdienst, Prof. Gerhard Adrian, opens the ICCARUS 2018.in the future. These are the surfae, louds, lear-sky absorption, the middle atmosphere and e�ieny.The SPARTACUS (Speedy Algorithm for Radiative Transfer through Cloud Sides, [1℄) solver to aount foromplex 3-D surfaes was introdued and the bene�ts were shown in appliations to forests and urban areas.The same solver was also used to aount for 3-D e�ets of louds leading to, for example, improved solarpower foreasts. For lear-sky ases, the improvements in foreasting Indian monsoon rainfall by using reentaerosol estimates were pointed out. A large stratospheri temperature bias during the polar winter has beenpersistent in the IFS model for at least 25 years. Removing this temperature bias in an experiment with anarti�ial redution of water vapor signi�antly inreased the overall foreast quality. In terms of omputationale�ieny, radiation in global models is typially used at a dereased spatial, temporal or spetral resolutionor a ombination of these. An assessment of the urrent state in the IFS model showed that the balaneshould be shifted towards an inreased temporal resolution.The seond invited talk was held by Dr. Martin Losh from AWI (Alfred Wegener Institute, Bremerhaven).The presentation stressed the importane of high resolution in sea ie modelling. After introduing the oneptof visous-plasti sea ie models, impressive visualizations of high-resolution horizontal sea-ie distributionswere shown. From omparisons with satellite measurements, it was learly visible that the spatial salingproperties are reprodued well. However, the number of deformation events is too low in models. To stressthe importane of aurate sea ie modelling, Dr. Losh foussed on land fast ie in the seond half of histalk. This is the term for ie that is fastened to the shore lines and is not moving. The border of land fastie plays a signi�ant role as polynyas an develop there. These polynyas are important for energy transfer,COSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org



5 Climati Loal area Modeling Community (COSMO-CLM) 30the mixing of water layers and salinity. Although the solutions do not onverge, the results of high-resolutionmodels are more realisti. Thus, this further highlights the importane of high resolution sea ie modellingespeially for oupled models.Besides the invited talks, there are traditionally overview talks onerning eah of the di�erent models andommunities involved in ICCARUS. Dr. Ulrih Shättler from DWD ould present the long awaited version5.05 of the COSMO-model. Starting with a retrospetive summary, he explained the reasons for the latedelivery of the COSMO-model version 5.05. After the introdution of the ommon COSMO-ICON physispakage, the di�erent tests showed heterogeneous results. While hindasts showed bene�ts, the full dataassimilation experiements performed worse with one problem being the drying out of soil. Even some rashesof ensemble members happened. This led to the deision to introdue DWDs' new setup COSMO-D2 withthe old physis settings. Dr. Shättler also stressed the point, that, anyways, due to signi�ant di�erenesin the preproessing of external data not all ICON physis developments ould be used in COSMO. Thereal uni�ation of the physis used in global and regional NWP will ome along with ICON-LAM (ICON inlimited-area mode).Dr. Günther Zängl from DWD presented the plans for a transition from the COSMO-model to ICON-LAM.The basi motiviation is to establish one uni�ed modelling system overing all the operational appliationsat DWD. This results in a redution of the workload for implementing and testing model improvements.These plans inlude a oupling of KENDA and ICON-LAM with a �rst version being ready in the summer2018. A onsolidated version an be expeted at the end of 2018. This marks one of the ruial steps forthe operationalization of ICON-LAM, whih is planned for summer 2019 in the parallel routine and �nallybeoming operational in the seond half of 2020. As this is a sort of pioneering work with ICON-LAM, thetransition plan for the other COSMO members is temporally shifted. To prepare and organize this proess, Dr.Daniel Rieger from DWD initiated the COSMO priority projet C2I (Transition of COSMO to ICON) thataompanies the intended joint transition of the COSMO members to ICON-LAM. Dr. Zängl then showed theresults of �rst ICON-LAM tests in a on�guration that mathes losely the COSMO-D2 setup. These hindastexperiments driven by data from ICON-EU assimilation yle over seven di�erent months spread over allseasons. The results were also ompared to two months of COSMO-D2 referene experiments. The outomeis that ICON-D2 shows signi�antly better sores than COSMO-D2, in partiular for variables for whih theCOSMO model has known weaknesses. This provides a good starting point for upoming experiments withdata assimilation yling.ICON is being developed in a strong ollaboration between DWD and Max-Plank-Institute for Meteorologyin Hamburg. For the �rst time, this was also re�eted in the presentations at ICCARUS. Dr. Maro Giorgetta,the head of development of the atmospheri omponent of the ICON limate mode, presented an overview ofthe limate physis pakage and reent evaluation experiments. The most important requirements for thesedevelopments are a losed water yle, a realisti energy budget and aeptable biases. It should also be�exible enough to over a wide range of resolutions. The primary goals of the tuning e�orts were a near-zeroenergy balane at the top of the model atmosphere and small errors in oean surfae stress. In summary, thetuning e�orts were suessful for a ertain resolution providing a good representation of the mean limateand its variability. The improvements due to the tuning e�orts were larger than hanges that an be ahievedby simply inreasing the resolution without re-tuning. Cirulation patterns in the middle atmosphere and thevertial distribution of louds are hallenges to be addressed in the future.The Aerosols and Reative Trae gases (ART) extension has a long history together with COSMO in aademias well as in operational appliations. In this year, the presentation of Dr. Heike Vogel from KIT (KarlsruheInstitute of Tehnology) foussed on the development of ICON-ART. A large part of the parameterizationsthat are needed for aerosol and hemistry simulations are already implemented and suessfully tested inICON-ART. The remaining parameterizations have reahed a state where �rst tests are being onduted.ICON-ART is already used for quasi-operational mineral dust foreasts in the framework of the PerduSprojet. The modelling system is also ready to be used in ase of aidental releases of pollutants as well asvolani eruptions. A partiular fous was laid on the �exibility of the ICON-ART system. The omplexity ofthe aerosol dynamis as well as of the hemial mehanism an be hosen freely. This allows for a wide rangeof appliations with ICON-ART. This ranges, e.g., from stratospheri hemistry on limate time sales downto studies dealing with the impat of aerosol partiles on radiation and louds on weather time sales.3 OutlookIt an be seen from the highlights of the invited and soliited talks that ICON has arrived at ICCARUS witha growing number of ontributions. This of partiular importane for the upoming COSMO priority projetC2I. As the next few COSMO years will be onerned with this transition to ICON used in limited areamode, ICCARUS o�ers a platform to bring the di�erent ommunities involved in COSMO and ICON furthertogether.COSMO Newsletter No. 18: July 2018 www.osmo-model.org



5 Climati Loal area Modeling Community (COSMO-CLM) 31We want to thank all partiipants of ICCARUS 2018 for their ontributions to the suess of this informativeand inspiring seminar. Speial thanks go to the members of the organizational ommittee: Anja Thomas,Daniel Egerer and Bernd Kress. We also want to thank the helpers at the seminar, Heidelore Turau andAlexander Shreiner, and to Bernd Frey who is responsible for the registration website. Last but not least,we want to thank Dr. Barbara Früh and Dr. Ulrih Blahak for sharing their experiene in organizing thisseminar whenever needed.With the international popularity of the COSMO- and ICON-model, ICCARUS 2018 o�ered a program withmany outstandig sienti� ontributions. The diverse sope of topis ranging all the way from LES simulationsto limate projetions shows that the ommunities and models onneted to ICCARUS already over whatis summarized by the term 'seamless predition'.Referenes[1℄ Hogan, RJ, Shäfer, SAK, Klinger, C, Chiu, JC, Mayer, B, 2016: Representing 3-D loud radiation e�etsin two-stream shemes: 2. Matrix formulation and broadband evaluation J. Geophys. Res.-Atmos., 121,14, 8583�8599.
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